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The Circle of Raphael
Guardians of the Light and Practitioners
in the Ancient Wisdoms
www.circleraphael.co.uk
Welcome to the talismanic services of the world-renowned Circle of Raphael family, for
over 40 years the recognised masters in the traditional creation of the most highly
successful life-enhancing Angelic talismans in the world today. We are NOT
commercial jewellery makers. We are a group of genuine talisman creators and only
supply genuine fully empowered life-enhancing and highly successful talismans.
We have been keeping our promises for over 40 years. Whatever you may require to
help make your journey through life a happy, balanced, successful, and pleasant
experience, can be acquired with the aid of talismanic magic and the assistance of the
Angelic beings of light.
Owners of our talismans confirm that after receiving their talisman they started
experiencing beneficial waves of Angelic blessings, protection, and good fortune
manifesting in several areas of their life. Our empowered talismans are supercharged
celestial
prayers requesting the friendship and help of the Angelic beings of light
named on the talisman. Angels were created to help humankind, so by wearing or carrying a celestial talisman requesting Angelic help you are helping the Angels to fulfil their
purpose. By doing so you bring pleasure and joy to the Angels named on the talisman.
The Master Adept of the Circle of Raphael only ever works through the celestial light
and only creates highly positive and pure Angelic talismans. All our talismans are
supplied by our Master Adept fully empowered and activated. There is nothing
whatsoever for you to do on receipt of your talisman. Please Note: there is no need to
even wear your talisman. Simply owning one of our powerful Angelic talismans will
instantly attract the talismans associated life-enhancing Angelic benefits and blessings
into your life. The head of our group is a dedicated Western Mystic who has specialised
knowledge and experience in the creation of life-enhancing Angelic talismans that are
unsurpassed anywhere in the world today.
You do not need to believe or have faith for your talisman to work. It is claimed the
power of talismans depends entirely on the faith their owners place in them. However,
this theory is totally disproved by experience; our talismans have been shown to work
even when their owners are sceptical or even unaware of their Angelic purpose. They
succeed because they are true celestial talismans created by our own Adept, and
animated by the embedded Angelic names and sacred words of creation embedded into
the talisman.
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What exactly are talismans?
The celestial energies contained within the Angelic script, and supercharged Angelic
talismanic prayers embedded into the talismans cause them to become extremely lucky
Angelic pendants. Simply coming into physical contact with any of our powerful
talismanic pendants will cause highly positive celestial energy to transfer from the
talisman and cause a wave of Angelic luck and good fortune to manifest in the life
path of the talisman’s owner. Best of all, the powerful Angelic script and sacred
Angelic words of power embedded into the talismans continually draw new celestial
Angelic energy onto themselves, causing the talismans to become more potent and
effective the longer you own them.
We all experience various stages of good and negative luck throughout our lives. This
is a natural consequence of life. However, it is not a natural consequence of life to
continually experience excessive and continual bad luck and misfortune. When
negative forces begin to impact one’s life, steps need to be taken to neutralise and repel
the condition in a similar way as one would take steps to cure excessive and continual
ill-health. The fact of the matter is that we all catch good luck and bad luck at some
time in our life, just as we catch colds and flu. Good and negative luck is a mixture of a
spiritual and a physical condition that can have life changing consequences for a
person’s well-being and their enjoyment of life. The possession of any sacred item such
as an Angelic talisman will help to produce a spiritual inoculation that will both repel
and greatly reduce the effects of bad luck, in a similar way as a physical inoculation
reduces the effects of chronic flu to that of a very minor cold. All Circle of Raphael
talismans are genuine life enhancing items that have been created and empowered by
our Adept to act as an Angelic spiritual suit of armour for the wellbeing, good fortune,
and protection of their owners.
If we understand that there are powerful negative forces that can create bad luck and
misfortune in one’s life, then it seems only logical that there must also be a powerful
counterbalance of Angelic forces that can create good luck, and repel misfortune from
one’s life.
Angels were created to help humankind, so by wearing or carrying any holy Angelic
talisman requesting their support, you are helping the Angels to fulfil their purpose. By
doing so you bring pleasure and joy to the Angels named on the talisman. The Master
Adept of the Circle of Raphael only ever works through the celestial light and only
creates pure and holy Angelic talismans.
All our talismans are traditionally empowered before dispatch for the full benefit and
well-being of their new owners, by our highly experienced Master talisman creator.

www.circleraphael.co.uk
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The Talismanic Wisdoms Of The Ancients
Years of scrupulous research and investigation of sacred manuscripts
have enabled the Adept of the Circle of Raphael to become the
foremost Western expert in the creation of genuine life-enhancing
Angelic talismans.
Our powerful life enhancing talismans are created to aid the quick removal of all
obstacles both physically and spiritually blocking their owner from achieving their
full potential. Sooner or later we all become aware that there is some outside
influence at work in our daily lives.
There is no such thing as coincidence or chance. Good and bad luck are very real
creative forces. If you wish to attract the creative forces of good fortune into your
life, consider the benefits of acquiring a true life-enhancing Angelic talisman. We
all need a little Angelic support, guidance, and protection at different periods in
our lives. Ownership of a true Angelic talisman will assist its owner to overcome
and cope with life's obstacles and also help to create opportunities for its owner to
live a prosperous, lucky life and less stressful life. A genuinely empowered talisman
has the ability to create good fortune, harmony and balance in its owners life.
The Angelic names and sacred words on the talisman are written in the Angels' very
own celestial language and empowered at the time of crafting, to call on the Angels
named on the talisman to befriend and bless the talisman's owner. Because the
talisman is written and empowered in the Angels' language, the blessing requested
on the talisman will be swiftly acted on by the Angels named, whereas regular
prayers to the Angels for the same blessings are often totally ignored.
Our powerful Angelic talismans are far more than lucky items of jewellery. Each
talisman is directly linked to the creative Angelic language of the Cosmos and
celestial words of creation. Our sacred Angelic talismans are created to aid the
quick removal of all obstacles that are both physically and spiritually blocking their
owner from achieving their full potential.
You do not need to believe or have faith for your talisman to work. It is claimed
the power of talismans depends entirely on the faith their owners place in them.
However, this theory is totally disproved by experience; our talismans have been
shown to work even when their owners are sceptical or even unaware of their
Angelic purpose. They succeed because they are true celestial talismans created by
our own Adept, and animated by the embedded Angelic names and sacred words of
creation embedded into the talisman.
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WHAT IS LUCK ?
You cannot see or physically touch it. Yet we all feel it deep down and are
aware that good luck is something that is both very real and highly desirable.
How many times have you heard someone say that they are having a run of either good
or bad luck? Sooner or later we all become aware that there is some outside factor at
work in our daily lives. Some call this Lady Luck, Fate, or Karma. No matter what we
may call it, there is no getting away from the fact that luck or Lady Luck is one of the
most important ingredients in a person’s life, if not the most important. When
compared to good luck, not even great wealth nor noble birth are worth anything
if Lady Luck is not on your side. Without the helping hand of Lady Luck, nothing of
real importance can ever be achieved. Let’s say you just happen to be in the right place
at the right time and get offered the job of your dreams, or just happen to walk into a
shop and buy the last scratch card in the box and, bingo, you win a fortune - do you
really believe that all this is just chance? There is no such thing as a coincidence or
chance. Good luck, as well as bad luck, is physically alive and as real as everything else
in life. If you wish to attract more good fortune into your life consider the benefits of
acquiring a life enhancing Angelic talismans. We all need a little Angelic support,
guidance, and protection at different periods in our life.
Wouldn't life be great if the best qualified person always got the job they deserved, or
the persons in most need always won the lottery or the two most suited people always
got together, married, and lived happily ever after? These things do sometimes happen,
but only when Lady Luck is present and on your side. It should not surprise you that
every lottery winner in the world has either worn or carried a talisman or some other
item they associated with the attraction of Good Fortune when they bought that
life-changing lottery ticket. In fact, every successful person in history has carried a
talisman or some item associated with the attraction of Good Fortune.
Napoleon Bonaparte was a true believer in the power of talismans and with good
reason. Born into a poor family and living at the most dangerous time in French
history, he first achieved great wealth, and then later was imprisoned for treason and
expected to lose his head at any moment. Out of the blue, an order for his release was
issued - for no apparent reason. Lady Luck was once again at work. Later in life when
asked to appoint France’s most experienced and highly qualified officer as General of
one of his armies, he agreed that the officer was indeed the most qualified man for the
job, and then said: “but is he lucky?”. Always a firm believer in both good and bad
luck, Napoleon was well aware that in battle a bad but lucky general would always have
the edge over a better qualified but not so lucky one. The ability to attract good fortune
is still the most important factor in determining the successful and happy outcome of a
person’s life. A true Angelic talisman worn or carried on the person will automatically
help attract Good Fortune. All our talismans are imbued with celestial energy with the
ability to attract a flow of life-changing good fortune to their owners.
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VERY IMPORTANT:
Looking after your talismans
1: Please note that we do not solder closed the jump rings at the top of our silver
talismans. This is to allow our customers the freedom to switch the free chain
supplied with their talisman for one of their own choosing. We do try to ensure
that all jump rings are tightly closed. However, we advise customers to check that
the jump ring on their talisman is fully closed before wearing it. If not fully closed,
please close it using pliers to ensure the talisman does not get lost by falling off the
chain.
2: The free sterling silver chain supplied with our talismans is 50 centimetres {20
inches} long and is crafted in solid sterling silver. However, some customers say
they would like the option of a longer or heavier chain. Unfortunately, we only
supply the one silver chain. If you prefer a longer or heavier chain, you can simply
buy one of your own choice at any high street jewellers. Some of our customers
prefer to use a leather or cotton necklace for their talisman.
3: Cleaning your silver talisman. There are many reasons why the tarnishing of
silver speeds up. If the sulphur content of your household water supply increases,
and you shower while wearing the talisman, it can turn silver black within a few
hours after coming into contact. Different shampoos and body wash also contain
chemicals that can turn silver black. Skin with a high acid content will also
accelerate the tarnishing process. Plus, medications can change your body chemistry
which on contact can tarnish silver. Even the relatively mild chemicals in our sweat
will accelerate the oxidisation, especially when supported by warm weather.
Cleaning your silver talisman is quick and easy. Simply use any good quality silver
polish and your talisman will shine up like new in minutes. However, if the silver
polish does not remove all the tarnish try using a silver dip first. Silver dip contains
a light acid that will remove all the tarnish within a minute or so. Then you can use
the silver polish to bring your talisman back to its original bright shine.
IMPORTANT: information about caring for and cleaning your precious Rose
Gold plated Seven Archangel talisman. Although we have layered this very special
talisman with twice the amount of pure 22ct Rose Gold than standard, it is still
important to follow some rules when cleaning. Perfumes contain chemicals and
acids that can react with the Rose Gold if sprayed directly onto it and may cause
the gold to erode. If using perfume, always apply it first before putting on your
talisman. Ideally, clean your talisman with cotton wool or a very soft cloth when
needed. If it needs further cleaning, you may clean it with warm soapy water. Soak
it for a few minutes first and dry with a soft cloth. Never use a jewellery polishing
cloth as they contain harsh chemicals that will erode the gold.
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If we really do have the power within
ourselves to create whatever reality
we choose to experience in life.
Why are we not all living the dream?
This was the question asked by the
ancients in the biblical city of Ur. Ur was
home to a remarkable priesthood that can
best be described as priest-scientists known
historically as the Magi.
The Magi were extraordinary holy-men
and women who believed the true
purpose of religion to be the scientific
study of creation and the Creator. Unlike
our present age,
science and religion
were regarded as two sides of the same
coin. This was not the contradiction it
seems to be in our present age. Investigating any natural formula without also
investigating the spiritual side of nature
was considered illogical.
Through their in-depth investigation of
both the physical and spiritual side of
creation, the Magi came to the following
conclusions: {1} All created things are
number, meaning that all life and physical
phenomena are made up of transcendent
mathematical patterns with an underlying
creative reality consisting of waves of pure
spiritual consciousness. {2} All physical
experience is an illusion, and as such can
be changed and modified. {3} Everything
is energy and all energy is spirit. {4} Every
part of creation both physical and spiritual

has a unique would consciousness and is
interconnected across time and space to
everything else. The Magi believed that
how a person chooses to use their
consciousness to view reality will cause
that reality to come into physical
existence. If you think about it, this is
obvious if the Magi are correct that all
physical experience is an illusion and the
product of pure consciousness. Today’s
physicists seem to agree with the Magi.
Physicists including Hawkins have stated
that, to their surprise, any physicist
investigating the quantum world {the
Magi called this the spiritual world} seem
to always get a result in line with what
they believed they would.
The Magi said that every person is born
surrounded by infinite waves of pure
spiritual consciousness made up of every
possible reality. If someone wishes to
change any aspect of their life, all they
need do is make a conscious effort to view
the reality they wish to experience in their
mind’s eye. This will cause part of their
present reality wave to disintegrate and
physically transform into the new reality
they wish to experience.
The Magi maintained that the waves of
infinite reality every person is born with
could be accessed and modified whenever
they wished. The Magi clearly state that
the way a person consciously views their
reality will cause that view of reality to
manifest into physical existence.
This would imply that we should all take
great care to minimise any negative
thoughts and always strive to maximise
our positive thought waves.
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However, what about the way
another person or persons may
consciously view your life path; can
that cause a physical change in your
life? Unfortunately the answer is yes. If
people in your every day life hold a negative
view of you or your life path they can
unconsciously create a negative impact on
your life. The Magi referred to these people
as unwittingly casting the ‘evil eye’.

of light they called the Seven Sages. The
biblical Hebrews came to refer to these
benevolent beings as the Seven Shining
Ones. However, this name was changed by
the early Judaic Christians to the name that
has come down to us today - the Seven
Archangels.

The Magi used their extraordinary understanding of the all-embracing universal
celestial consciousness to create talismans
For this reason it is imperative that, where that would cause the celestial beings known
possible, you should always surround as Angels to befriend and consciously view
yourself with positively minded people the life path of the talisman’s owner.
who, for the most part, view your life in a
The Magi reasoned that if a human being’s
constructive and positive way and wish only
perception of their reality caused that view
the best for you.
of reality to come into physical existence,
The simple act of another person or then, by creating talismans to encourage
persons holding an optimistic view of your the Angelic beings of the creative light to
life path will cause positive waves of consciously view a person’s life path, the
affirmative realities to manifest and help to Angels’ own highly positive view of creation
create positive opportunities and blessings will cause new highly positive realities to
in your life. The Magi were well aware that manifest in the life of the talisman’s owner
all any person needed to do to change or and create new opportunities and waves of
improve their life path was simply to Angelic good fortune to come into
change their own personal perception of existence.
their reality. For a Magi trained in the
To achieve this, the Magi used their vast
ancient mystery schools from an early age
knowledge and understanding of celestial
this was as easy as turning a page of a book
creative consciousness to encode
in one’s mind’s eye.
talismanic items {in clay, wood, parchment
However for a regular person preoccupied and metal} to call on each of the Angels of
with the normal ups and downs of every the creative light by name, requesting that
day life, even the idea of performing this they befriend and help the talisman’s
seemly easy form of mental magic or Magi, owner. As this sacred talismanic request
as the ancients called it, would have seemed mirrors the very reason for their own
like a monumental task totally beyond their existence, the Angels will happily befriend
understanding. The Magi, in time, reme- the owner of the talisman and consciously
died this with the creation of powerful view their life through Angelic eyes,
celestial Angelic seals which later became resulting in waves of positive realities and
known to history as ‘talismans’. The Magi Angelic good fortune opening up and
were aware that all humans are watched forming life-enhancing benefits in the life
over by seven compassionate Angelic beings path of the talisman’s owner.
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Our Special Talisman of the Seven Archangels
Individually handcrafted in pure British Solid Sterling Silver.
Plus FREE solid sterling silver chain.. Only £34.95 - US $49.95
A unique and thoughtful gift for your spirituality minded friends and family.
Ownership of the Seven Archangels talisman, signifies its wearer is under the
direct guardianship and protection of the Seven Archangels. Invite seven powerful
Angel friends into your life with the aid of this amazing Angelic talisman.
The wearing or carrying of this special celestial invitation delight and brings pleasure
to the seven Angels named on the pendant. In return, its owners experience
beneficial waves of Angelic blessings and good-fortune in all the important areas of
their life. These include the Angelic gifts of an enhanced love life, enhanced financial
security, enhanced career/work/business prospects and enhanced Angelic Protection.
Our talisman of the Seven Archangels is a supercharged spiritual prayer pendant
written in the Angels’ own celestial language inviting all the seven Angels named on
the pendant into your life, respectfully requesting their friendship, protection and
blessings. The wearing or carrying of this special celestial invitation delights and gives
pleasure to the Angels. Angels are powerful and highly compassionate spiritual
beings created for the sole purpose of watching over and, when necessary, directly
supporting humankind to experience a happy and fulfilling Earthly life. However,
they will not usually step into a person’s life without first having been invited to do
so. By simply owning this powerful celestial pendant you are giving all the Angels
named on it a direct invitation to surround your life with their love, friendship and
protection.
To fulfil their own spiritual destiny, Angels need to give of themselves and aid
humankind to reach their highest potential. The moment you receive your talisman
of the Seven Archangels you will have on your side seven compassionate Angelic
allies whose sole aim is to secure your well-being and happiness by wrapping a blanket
of divine Angelic love, protection and good-fortune around your life.
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The holy Angelic names and sacred empowered words embedded into this
amazing talisman are what give it the ability to help create life enhancing Angelic
blessings and good-fortune in the life path of its owner.
The outer circle of our talisman calls on all seven Archangels to enter the life of the
talisman’s owner and surround it with a blanket of celestial love and peace. The
inner circle contains the sacred names of the seven Archangels and respectfully
requests all seven Archangels named on the talisman to befriend its owner and
bestow on them the Angelic gifts of good fortune, guidance, happiness, and divine
protection.
Ownership of this miraculous talisman is known to help generate a different
Angelic blessing every day of the week, with each Angel directing their positive
influence over individual aspects of the owner’s daily life.
Daily Angelic Blessings: Starting at the top of the inner circle of your Seven
Archangel talisman and working anti clockwise, the names  ש פ ך ה תּ כ וand blessing
of each Archangel are as follows:
 שZAPHAEL offers the Angelic gifts of True Knowledge, Inner Peace and
Happiness. The Angel Zaphael is most active in bestowing his Angelic blessings
on Saturday.  פGABRIEL offers the Angelic gifts of Enhanced Intuition,
Tranquillity of Mind and Safe Travel. The Angel Gabriel is most active in bestowing his Angelic blessings on Monday.  ךHANIEL offers the Angelic gifts of Success
in all matters involving Love and matters of the Heart. The Angel Haniel is most
active in bestowing his Angelic blessings on Friday.  הRAPHAEL offers the
Angelic gifts of Harmony and Peace, Physical and Emotional healing, Financial
Security and Protection from all negative forces. The Angel Raphael is most active
in bestowing his Angelic blessings on Sunday.  תּCHAMAEL offers the Angelic
gifts of Protection from acts of Violence and War. The Angel Chamael is most
active in bestowing his Angelic blessings on Tuesday.  כZADKIEL offers the
Angelic gifts of Good Fortune in life and in all matters involving Games of
Chance. The Angel Zadkiel is most active in bestowing his Angelic blessings
on Thursday.  וMICHAEL offers the Angelic gifts of Success in all ventures
involving one’s Career, Work, Business and Commerce, helps in release of fear and
doubt, and offers direct support when making life changing decisions. The Angel
Michael is most active in bestowing his Angelic blessings on Wednesday.
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The Qabalah Money Talisman
Individually handcrafted in pure Solid Sterling Silver.
Plus FREE pure solid sterling silver chain.
Price in British pounds £44.95 - In US dollars $64.95
This powerful money magnet was created to swiftly banish its owners’
financial worries by calling on the Archangel Raphael to help create Shown actual size
opportunities for its owner to experience true Financial Security.
According to numerous testimonials, this powerful Angelic talisman has certainly
proved that it can help to change its owner’s financial situation for the better, and
enhance their financial status in the shortest possible time. The celestial blessing
embedded into the talisman calls on the Archangel Raphael to offer direct help and
the Angelic guidance necessary to enable its owner to enjoy a lifetime of true
prosperity and real financial security. This is, without doubt, the most powerful and
successful money attraction talisman of all time. It is believed that the longer its
owner possesses it, the stronger, more effective and successful it becomes and the
greater the monetary and financial rewards and opportunities it helps to create for its
owner.
The Outer Circle of the talisman contains the Eternal Holy name of the Supreme
Being, as communicated to Moses on Mount Horeb. The Centre of the talisman
contains the celestial symbols of the Sun, traditionally associated with the creation of
wealth and financial prosperity. In the name of the Supreme Being, the Archangel
Raphael is requested to offer direct assistance and divine guidance to help create
opportunities for true prosperity and financial security in the life of the talisman’s
owner. The Archangel Raphael has never failed to respond positively to this holy
request. As well as helping to attract financial benefits, this particular talisman is also
believed to promote and enhance the good health and well-being of its owner.
All our talismans are despatched ready to use and fully empowered. There is
nothing whatsoever for customers to do apart from enjoy the many Angelic gifts
and blessings associated with each talisman. Simply coming into contact with any of
our powerful Angelic talismans instantaneously helps to create and attract Angelic
benefits and blessings into the life of its owner.
Our talismans are powerful celestial keys that have been designed for the benefit of
humanity. A true Angelic talisman will transform a persons life for the better and
cause a wave of good fortune and happiness to wash over them. Our talismans are
pure celestial items and as such they can never act in a negative way. They are created
to always act for the happiness, wellbeing and best interests of their owners. All the
benefits associated with your Circle of Raphael talismans will last a lifetime.
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The Qabalah Good Fortune Talisman
According to numerous testimonials this powerful talisman has
proved itself beyond doubt to be the most highly successful good
fortune talisman in history. Ownership in known to attract the
Angelic gifts of good fortune, prosperity and security.
Individually handcrafted in pure Solid Sterling Silver.
Plus FREE pure solid sterling silver chain.

Shown actual size

Price in British pounds £44.95 - In US dollars $64.95
The Adept of the Circle of Raphael personally asserts the Qabalah Good Fortune
talisman to be the most effective, beneficial and highly successful Luck and Good
Fortune talisman he has ever encountered. This extremely lucky talisman is designed
to attract Angelic blessings and create a life-time of Good Fortune, Well-being and
True Prosperity for its owner. The Qabalah Good Fortune talisman is conceded to be
an essential item for anyone seeking to greatly enhance their position on the ladder of
life and is highly recommended for anyone in need of a beneficial change to their
fortune, and a friendly Angelic helping hand in times of need. In fact, it actually
becomes more powerful, effective and successful the longer you own it. Contained
within the holy Angelic script embedded into the talisman is the closely guarded and
all powerful mystical Qabalah wisdom of the ancient MAGI; see page 6 for details.

It is written that good fortune, prosperity and great accomplishments will
follow all those who possess the Qabalah Good Fortune talisman.
According to numerous testimonials from our world-wide clientele, this powerful
talisman has proved itself to be remarkably successful in attracting good-fortune into
the life of the talisman’s owner. Its owners are assured of Angelic help in achieving
their most important desires, ambitions and wishes. Its sacred script calls on the
Angels Raphael and Zadkiel to offer its owners guidance, and when necessary, a
helping hand so they can experience the good and positive things that this life has to
offer.
The Outer Circle of the talisman contains the ancient and highly powerful Qabalah
Angelic formulae of Holy words and Divine mathematical symmetry first made known
through the aid of an Angel to the great biblical King Solomon, one of the greatest
Mystics of all time. This ancient Angelic formulae is so powerful that it is said to have
the power, if so desired, to bring its owner fame and worldly recognition. The Centre
of the talisman unites the creative power and blessings of the Archangel Raphael for
protection from all misfortune, and combines it with the auspicious power and
blessings of the Archangel Zadkiel, the Angel who has celestial governorship over the
creative forces connected with the Angelic gifts of Good Fortune and Worldly Success.
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Direct Angelic Protection Insurance
We all understand how necessary it is to have proper insurance in case of an accident.
However, insurance can only go so far, so what about divine Angelic insurance?
The Circle of Raphael's powerful Chi-ro amulet { page 13 }has been used as a highly
protective Angelic talismanic item for thousands of years and has a proven record of
success that is second to none.
Amulets such as our powerful Chi-ro amulet help neutralise and repel certain forces
and situations before they can manifest and promote an undesired or negative effect.
Talismans work in a positive way by attracting the casual Cosmic energies and Angelic
influences necessary to create whatever effect or result its owner may desire. To some
extent talismans and amulets achieve the same result: An amulet that helps to ward off
misfortune is after all doing much the same thing as a talisman that sets out to procure
good fortune. The Circle of Raphael’s Chi-ro protection amulet and our King Solomon
Angelic divine protection talisman have proven themselves to have the Angelic power
to repel negative situations and evil things, and when necessary they have been known
to guide their owner away from danger and misfortune.
We all need a little Angelic support, guidance and protection at different periods in our
lives. Ownership of a true Angelic talisman will assist its owner to overcome and cope
with life's obstacles and also help to create opportunities for its owner to live a joyful,
prosperous and lucky life. The Angelic names and sacred words on the talisman are
written in the Angels' very own Celestial language, and empowered at the time of
crafting to call on the Angels named on the talisman to befriend and bless the
talisman's owner. Because the talisman is written and empowered in the Angels' own
language, the blessing requested on the talisman will be swiftly acted on by the Angels
named on the talisman, whereas a prayer to the Angels for the same blessings are often
totally ignored.
The gift of divine Angelic protection is the universal birth-right of every human being,
and the most effective way of attracting Angelic protection and blessings is simply to
request it by wearing or carrying a true Angelic protection amulet. Ownership of our
highly protective Chi-ro Qabalah amulet is akin to surrounding oneself in a protective
spiritual suit of armour. We also offer the powerful King Solomon Angelic divine
protection talisman. Both are highly successful and protective sacred items. We advise
customers to be guided by their own intuition as to which Angelic protection item is
best suited to their own individual needs.
Our powerful Angelic talismans are far more than lucky items of jewellery. Each
talisman is directly linked to the creative Angelic language of the Cosmos and celestial
words of creation. Our sacred Angelic talismans are created to aid the quick removal of
all obstacles that are both physically and spiritually blocking their owner from achieving
their full potential.
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The Chi-ro Qabalah Protection Amulet
This powerful amulet is regarded as the most effective
and highly protective Angelic Amulet in history.
Possession assures its owner of Angelic protection .
Individually handcrafted in stunning solid sterling silver.
Plus FREE solid sterling silver chain.
Price in British pounds £44.95 - In US dollars $64.95

Shown actual size

The Chi-ro qabalah protection amulet is the most effective and highly protective
Angelic amulet we known. All evil forces and negative situations are instantly
banished from its divine cleaning light and lose all their power in its presence.
Violent and aggressive people cannot stand to be in the presence of this Angelic
amulet. All black magic and evil spells are immediately returned to plague their
creators.
Our Chi-ro Amulet is truly a most remarkable and highly protective sacred item.
Its possession assures its owner of Angelic protection from all real danger, both
physical and spiritual, and promises Angelic assistance against all negative forces
including Negative Witchcraft, the Evil Eye, Lower Astral Forces, Djins, black
magic and negative, aggressive people. A True Divine Cleansing Light: The Chi-ro
amulet carries within its holy invocation the almighty cleansing word of the creator
and the awesome protective power of his holy Angels. It is written that all evil is
banished from its divine cleansing light and that no evil thing or person can exist or
have power in its presence.
Go in peace without Fear or Hindrance: We highly recommend our holy Chi-ro
amulet for anyone wishing to request the Angelic blessings of divine protection and
Angelic help against negative forces and acts of evil, including acts of violence and
war. It is known that violent and aggressive people cannot stand to be in the
presence of this holy amulet. Its protective aura causes them to feel nauseous and
compels them to move out of sight of its owner. The Outer Circle of this sacred
amulet contains the most sacred names of the Creator and his blessed Angels. In
the centre is the divine Chaloth Ha Kadesh and the X shaped monogram of the
Christ, the most holy and protective symbol of all time. Ownership of our sacred
Chi-ro amulet is understood to surround its owner with a protective Angelic light
and is equivalent to wearing a suit of protective spiritual armour.
A word from our master Adept. The wearing or carrying of this divine
protection amulet, is known to cause all evil, both physical and spiritual, to
fall back from its divine cleansing light and forces it out of the pathway of
the wearer. No evil thing or person can exist or have power in its presence.
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Circle of Raphael’s
First and Second Seal of Agrippa Talismans
Are individually handcrafted in stunning solid sterling silver.
Plus a FREE solid sterling silver chain.
Talisman price British pounds £44.95 - In US dollars $64.95
The First Seal of Agrippa. This sacred seal talisman incorporates the
life enhancing beneficial Angelic influences and properties
associated with all the talismans designed and created by the famous
medieval Mystic Agrippa.
Embedded into the silver metal of the First Seal talisman is
Agrippa’s highly secret celestial formula of holy Angels names and
sacred Angelic words of power. Traditionally this sacred seal
talisman has been revered by Adepts of esoteric circles including our own master
Adept. The First Seal of Agrippa talisman is known to attract the Angelic power to
create true success and help attract financial and material prosperity to its owners, no
matter what their situation, ambitions or desires. This sacred seal talisman was once
available only to members of esoteric orders, its legendary owners included W. B.
Yeats, Count Saint-Germain, Mme Blavatsky, Casanova and Michelangelo.
Our master Adept highly recommends the First Seal of Agrippa for anyone wishing to
prosper and leave their mark in life. Its possession is known to help guide its owner
along life’s magical path by giving them access to a host of unique life changing
opportunities they would not otherwise have experienced. All its past owners have
tasted the good life and all have either left their mark on history or known the thrill of
fame and worldly success, or both.
The Second Seal of Agrippa. The master Adept of the Circle of
Raphael regards this very special sacred seal talisman as highly
beneficial and necessary for anyone interested in the investigation
and development of their psychic ability. When carried on one’s
person, it helps to greatly heighten and multiply its owner’s natural
powers of intuition and also greatly enhances and promotes the
development of their psychic ability.
Placed under the pillow before sleep it assures its owner of prophetic dreams. Agrippa
himself referred to this talisman as the ‘key to all knowledge’, as it is held to give its
owner subconscious access to the Akashic records which are said to store all the
knowledge of the universe. past and future. We highly recommend this ancient seal
talisman for anyone wishing to greatly enhance and quadruple both their psychic
ability and their natural power of intuition. Intuition is our most valuable asset and
anyone using it to the full will reap rewards that will seem to the uninitiated to be
nothing less than miraculous.
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Front

Shown actual size

Back

The legendary Abracadabra Amulet
Individually handcrafted in British solid sterling silver.
Plus FREE British solid sterling silver chain.
Price in British pounds £44.95p - Price in US dollar $64.95.
This unique Amuletic pendant is in fact two of history’s must successful
protection and banishing amulets combined in one powerful amulet.
Its possession helps to banish bad luck, greatly diminishes all negative energy within
the body and helps eliminates negative situations from your life.
Wear or carry to banish bad luck and greatly diminish all negative energy and negative
situations from your life. Misfortune and stressful situations are compelled to first
diminish and then completely vanish from its owners life path. This double sided
pendant is in fact two very potent protection and banishing amulets combined in one
extremely powerful amulet.
Abracadabra is probably the best known of all the ancient Angelic talismanic devices.
Created in biblical times for the benefit and well-being of all humankind by the elite
holy men known to history as the Magi, its proven ability to compel all negative
situations to diminish and vanish is legendary. The word Abracadabra is a divine
Angelic incantation used to call on the celestial beings of light known as Archangels to
force all negative situations and misfortune to vanish from the life path of its owner, in
the same way as the sacred word Abracadabra itself appears to shrink and vanish in
the centre of the amulet.
In ancient Persia, Abracadabra amulets were also employed as a protection against
disease and ill health. This seems logical, as anything with the power to make a
negative situation shrink and vanish is sure to prove highly successful as both a
prevention and a cure for ill health. However the Abracadabra amulet was originally
created to be far more than a divine protection against ill health. The Magi holy men
who initially created it, designed it to cause all negative situations and experiences to
continually diminish and finally vanish completely from the life path of the amulet’s
owner. The Magi intended that this gift of freedom from major stress would enable its
owners to concentrate their efforts on the important things in their life, and achieve
true spiritual immorality by living a happy and interesting life that would be a joy to
remember.
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The front of the Abracadabra amulet forms an ever
diminishing holy mathematical incantation with the
spiritual power to force all negative situations and
misfortune its owner may encounter to vanish and
perish in the same way as the sacred word Abracadabra
itself appears to shrink and vanish. The front of this
amulet also uses the secret names of the holy trinity Ab
- Ben - Rudch Acadsch {Father - Son - Holy spirit} to
attract spiritual blessings and divine protection to
anyone fortunate enough to possess this unique
ancient amulet.

Enlarged image with its ever
diminishing miraculous
incantation.

The back of this holy Angelic amulet calls on the Archangels Raphael and Haniel
to promote the good health and general well-being of its owner and also calls on
the spiritual life force of the four elements to keep its owners mind, body and
spirit in perfect harmony and spiritual balance.
The Abracadabra amulet has a multitude of uses and is acknowledged as having
the power to reward its owners with a host of celestial blessings as well as the gift of
divine Angelic protection. In modern times our Abracadabra amulet has proved
highly successful and beneficial for people in stressful domestic situations, and
those suffering employment related stress. A number of clients prone to depression
have reported that within a few weeks of acquiring their Abracadabra amulet they
experienced a deep inner calm, and started to feel less stressed; the mental
blackness in their life had evaporated and they found it much easier to control
their mood swings. The Abracadabra amulet has been placed in cars and all kinds
of transport as a protection against accident and theft. Worn or carried on the
person it has been used very successfully to call on the Angelic beings of light
known as Angels to cause negative and dangerous situations to diminish and
vanish from the life path of its owners.
At this very dangerous and traumatic time in world history our Abracadabra
amulet will prove to be highly beneficial and invaluable to everyone fortunate
enough to own one. Members of the Circle of Raphael and their friend now hang
Abracadabra amulets in their cars for extra Angelic protection. The Abracadabra
amulet is designed to protect its owner. Hung in your car it will act as a powerful
Angelic shield.
Unfortunately there are now a number of sellers offering, ineffective,
un-charged imitations of our talismans. Imitations of our talismans are just that…
imitations — unworthy of your money and your time. These imitations are falsely
stated as been sterling silver. When in fact, they are just inferior silver plated items.
Genuine sterling silver pendants will always be sold as solid sterling silver. If the
seller doesn't state solid sterling silver, they are only selling silver plate.
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Totally Exclusive: Circle of Raphael's Life Enhancing
Range of King Solomon's Angelic Talismans
Each of these amazing talismans are actually two of King Solomon’s
most successful talismans combined in one powerful talisman.
Originally designed for the benefit of all humanity with the aid of
the Angel Haniel, they are today preserved in Solomon’s celebrated
ancient manuscripts documenting the creation of holy Angelic
talismans, known as the Clavicula Salomonis. Our Master Adept is
a recognised world authority and specialist in the traditional creation and
empowerment of King Solomon’s Angelic talismans.
Front

Front

Back

Back

King Solomon’s Double Sided Angelic
Love and Sexual Attraction talisman.

King Solomon’s Double Sided Angelic
Protection Talisman.

Individually handcrafted in stunning
British solid sterling silver. Plus FREE
solid sterling silver chain. Only £44.95

Individually handcrafted in stunning
British solid sterling silver. Plus FREE
solid sterling silver chain. Only £44.95

This amazing talisman, is actually
two of King Solomon’s most
effective love talismans combined
to
create
the
worlds
most
successful Angelic love charm.

Also known as the Angelic shield
of Solomon, this special talisman, is
actually two of King Solomon’s most
highly protective Angelic talismans
combined into one powerful talisman.

King Solomon created this highly
potent love and sexual attraction
talisman to request the friendship and
support of the Angel Haniel. Haniel is
the Angel of light who holds dominion
over the blessings of love, peace and
harmony and all matters of the heart
including the very essence of love itself.

Ownership of this highly successful
protection talisman, acts as an powerful
Angelic Shield when you need it. Its
sacred script declares:- the Lord at
thy right hand shall protect you
from all danger and evil. If thou art
attacked by anyone or any evil
entity, thou shalt neither be
injured nor wounded, for your
attacker’s weapons and evil shall be
turned against them. Ownership
offers Divine Angelic protection on all
levels both physical and spiritual.

Possession of this amazing ancient love
magnet is believed to have the power to
create a lasting love story and also restore
harmony to an existing relationship.
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Front

Front

Back

Back

King Solomon’s Special Double Sided
Angelic Prosperity Talisman.

King Solomon’s Special Double Sided
Good Fortune Talisman.

Individually handcrafted in stunning
solid sterling silver. Plus FREE solid
sterling silver chain.

Individually handcrafted in stunning
solid sterling silver. Plus FREE solid
sterling silver chain.

Pounds £44.95 - US dollars $64.95

Pounds £44.95 - US dollars $64.95

This incredible successful Money and
Wealth Attraction talisman, is
actually two of King Solomon’s most
successful financial prosperity talismans
combined into one powerful talisman.

This amazing talisman, is actually two of
King Solomon’s most successful good
fortune talismans combined into one
powerful lucky talisman.

Its holy script is written in the celestial
Angelic language of creation, and calls
on the Angels of the light to befriend its
owner and bless their life with the
Angelic gift of financial prosperity.
Ownership of King Solomon’s Money
talisman is known to create highly
positive and noticeable financially blessings, and direct Angelic assistance and
guidance to help its owner experience a
prosperous and financially stable life.

The Angels of the light are called on to
befriend its owner and bless their whole
life with the Angelic gifts of good
fortune and prosperity.
Ownership of King Solomon’s good
fortune talisman attracts highly positive
and noticeable Angelic gifts and blessings.
This is a remarkably successful ancient
lucky talisman with the power to generate
beneficial opportunities and auspicious
situations in the life path of its owners.

The Wisdom of King Solomon states: Before time everything was spirit without form.
Then the creator conceived both the physical universe and all living things including
humans as a thought form. All things including humankind are created from pure
thought. In the beginning we were pure thought without form for there is no life
without thought. Humans are the physical expression of the thoughts of our spiritual
selves and we are all created in a mirror image of the creator.
King Solomon advised that we can use Angelic talismans to reconnect with our
everlasting spiritual selves to help remould our physical lives by creating opportunities
so we can experience the things we are wishing for in this life. For more information
on how you can transform your life with thought magic, please see page 6.
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FRONT

BACK

Jupiter House Talisman Shown Actual Size

Qabalah Double Sided Jupiter House Talisman
Unique and very powerful Angelic home protector
Individually handcrafted in solid copper
Price in British pounds £44.95p.

Price in US dollars $64.95

Placed inside your home above or near the main door it will instantaneously
attract a flow of positive Celestial energy and good fortune that will benefit every
person in the home. The entire home becomes immersed in an aura of Angelic
healing and highly protective planetary energy. All those within, will soon
experience the blessings of Angelic peace, harmony and protection.
Under celestial law, when a negative is cast out it must be replaced by it's opposite.
In this case, the Angelic power of the Jupiter House talisman will cast out all
negative energy, misfortune and bad luck, and replace it instead with positive
energy, good fortune and harmony.
The ancient Romans and Greeks wrote that anyone lucky enough to live in a home
blessed by a Jupiter House talisman could not fail to prosper in life, for they had the
personal assurance from the Seven Archangels named on the talisman that anyone
residing in a home protected by their special House talisman would achieve all their
dreams and ambitions with ease. They were also assured of Angelic protection from
Thieves, Fire, Aggression and Hostility.

The most protective Angelic House talisman of all time.
As well as having the power to attract the benign influence of Jupiter, the planet of
Good Fortune and Earthly Pleasure, this special house protector is also imbued on
the Front with the highly protective celestial energy of the 6 ancient planets {Mars
was not included due to its volatile nature} and on the Back with the divine essence
of the seven holy Archangels.
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Home insurance can only go so far and it only works after the event, but what about
divine cosmic insurance with the power to repel and block all negative and disruptive
energies? Our Qabalah Jupiter House talisman is guaranteed to do just that and is highly
recommended by the Master Adept of the Circle of Raphael as a “must have” item for
any home. The protective power of this potent house talisman will, in fact, grow stronger
and become more beneficial over time. If you decide to move home, you can take your
talisman and its protective good fortune with you.

Secret meanings behind the sacred Cabbalistic script and celestial symbols
Created and empowered by our Master Adept using the original 3,000 year
old Qabalah magical formula. Front contains the highly potent magical seals
of the six ancient planets, plus the miraculous personal Cosmic signature of
each of the Seven holy Angels. This is one of the most effective and
exceptionally powerful planetary and beneficial Angelic combinations known. The
Master Adept of the Circle of Raphael is the only person in the world today with the
necessary knowledge, skill and personal commitment to create and empower this potent
Celestial home
protector.

Back contains the celestial magical square of Jupiter written in the divine

Modern
Translation

Cabbala language of the Cosmos. This is a magic square of four containing the
numbers 1 to 16. Each vertical, horizontal and diagonal column adds up to 34.
3+4 equals the magical and mysterious number seven, the Cosmic number of
Jupiter, the planet of Good Fortune and Earthly Pleasure. Surrounding the
magical square of Jupiter is the Cabbalistic symbols of the Angelic beings of
light known to the ancients as the Seven Holy Archangels. These divine
symbols help bathe the whole home in a aura of angelic peace and offer the
gifts of Angelic protection, well-being and security to all those residing within.

Contained within its sacred symbols is the awesome power of the Secred Seven Angels
Zaphael

Gabriel

Michael

Raphael

Chamael

Zadkiel

Haniel

Client Feedback. Circle of Raphael members as well as a large number of our customers
who have their own businesses have reported that they started experiencing unusually
high volumes of trade shortly after placing the Jupiter House talisman above the main
door of their businesses. This should not be thought of as unusual, as any item imbued
with such awesome positive and protective power will, by nature, aim to protect its owner
and their livelihood by creating positive influences that will in turn help to greatly
improve their financial status. The Jupiter house talisman attracts a similar flow of
Angelic blessings into your home as our talisman of the Seven Archangels attracts into
your personal life. How to use: place your Jupiter House talisman inside your home above
or near the main door. With back placed against the wall and the front on show.
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The Secret Wand of Isis Pendant
The Most Accurate Divination and Life-Enhancing
Magical Dowsing Pendulum in History.
Individually hand cast in extra heavy
British solid sterling silver
Plus FREE solid British sterling silver chain.
Price in British pounds £48.95 Price in US dollars $69.95
You will also receive with each Wand of Isis a FREE solid sterling silver chain, a FREE
carrying pouch and a FREE copy of the Circle of Raphael's pocket booklet of Wand of
Isis Divination Secrets.
Guaranteed to be the most successful and highly accurate pendulum divination device
on offer anywhere in the world today or your money back. The Circle of Raphael are
proud to offer you the opportunity to test the power of this unique Ancient Egyptian
magical fortune-telling pendulum for yourself. Supplied fully programmed and ready to
use by our own highly experienced Master Adept.
Your FREE copy of the Circle of Raphael's pocket booklet of Wand of Isis Divination
Secrets will show you in detail how simple it is to use your Wand of Isis to answer any
question you wish, regarding the past, present or future, and how to use it to request
Cosmic guidance on any matter or subject you wish. The Wand of Isis is astoundingly
accurate and easy to use. Simply hold it in your hand and think of any question you
wish to ask and within minutes it will give you your answer.
Wear the Wand of Isis as a pendant and its pure harmonising ley line Earth energy will
help energise your entire body, giving you a feeling of total well-being and heightened
physical energy, helping to enhance and multiply your own natural psychic ability.

The Wand Of Isis; the unique ancient life
enhancing power pendulum.

Wear to create a feeling of
well-being and heightened
physical energy. Enhance
and multiply your natural
psychic ability.

Ancient Egyptian manuscripts refer to the Wand of Isis as
being the Key of Life. This makes perfect sense as it is
empowered and programmed using pure harmonising ley
line and plant energy. Any person coming into contact
with an item radiating a positive energy field in perfect
harmony with the life-creating energy lines of our Mother
Earth can expect to feel themselves uplifted and
empowered and start to experience the Earth’s renewing
harmonising energy flowing through their whole body.
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The most accurate and easy to use
pendulum divination tool in the
world.
The Wand of Isis’ main function, apart
from harmonising its owner’s energy field,
is to answer within minutes and with total
accuracy any question its owner may wish
to ask regarding either the past, present or
future. The Wand of Isis is, without
doubt, the most successful and accurate
pendulum divination device in the world.
Simply phrase any question in your mind
in such a way that it needs a ‘YES’ or
‘NO’ response and there is not a question
that you cannot find the answer for.

Holding your Wand of Isis
as shown, ask your question

If it circles clockwise
the answer is YES

If it circles anticlockwise the
answer is NO

If Einstein is correct that past, present &
future are one and the same and that
time itself is only an illusion, then
anyone with the right device should be
able to tap into their future just as easily
as they can their past. The Wand of Isis
is just such a device and the Circle of
Raphael now offer you the opportunity
to experience real divination for yourself.

The Wand of Isis is a powerful ancient
combination of the most effective life
enhancing device and the most successful
and highly accurate divination pendulum
in the world, combined in one unique
wearable ancient pendant.
The Wand of Isis Has Many Other
Associated Benefits
Egyptian manuscripts declare that the
Wand of Isis is the Key of Life and that
anyone wearing or carrying it on their
person would have their whole body
energised and renewed and they would
walk with the immortals.
Circle of Raphael members who have
tested its power over a twelve month
period, have reported that without
exception when wearing or carrying it on
their person, they felt far more energetic,
and experienced a feeling of total wellbeing and inner peace.
The claim of the ancient manuscripts that
wearing the Wand of Isis would greatly
extend one’s life by energising the
life-force and the cell renewing properties
within one’s body, is something that will
take many more years to substantiate.
However, if simply wearing or carrying the
Wand of Isis can have such a positive
effect on our members’ energy levels, then
maybe there is also truth in the life
extending claim.
Our Wand of Isis is identical to that used
by the ancients - each one is empowered
and programmed by our own Adept using
the identical formula and life-giving lotus
flower and earth energy.
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The Magical Talisman of Saturn
Possession helps create unique and unusual opportunities
for financial advancement and a well-balanced and happy life.
Individually handcrafted in stunning solid sterling silver.
Plus FREE solid sterling silver chain.
Price in Pounds £44.95 - In US dollars $64.95

Shown actual size

Ownership of the Magical Talisman of Saturn attracts and concentrates Saturn's
spiritual energy around the life path of its owner in the form of a mystical blanket of
highly positive and extremely beneficial celestial energy. The ownership of this powerful
ancient planetary talisman is known to bless its owners with the following celestial
benefits and blessings: the creation of unique and unusual opportunities for financial
advancement; the gift of a long, well-balanced and happy life; the awaking of, and the
creation of greatly enhanced powers of concentration, and the ability to easily absorb
and remember everything you encounter or study; plus the ability to safely travel in the
astral world.
One of the most unique properties of this ancient talisman is its ability to help create a
bridge between the physical and the spiritual worlds. Anyone wishing to practice astral
travel, or planning to practice the art of making contact with souls that have passed
over, or contact beings of the spiritual plain will find this talisman invaluable. Anyone
planning to practice any of these should first ensure that they are wearing the Magical
Talisman of Saturn as it assures its wearer easy access to the astral and spiritual worlds
and most importantly it guarantees its owner total protection from all negative forces
whilst involved in contacting spirit or travelling on the astral plain.

Where did the ancient Magical Talisman of Saturn originate?
According to our research it was around 2500 BC in the city of Ur, in southern
Mesopotamia, that the ancient Astrologer Holy Men known to history as the Magi first
discovered the secrets of the Magical Talisman of Saturn, while researching the cosmic
benefits of planetary magic. The astral bodies have long been known to assert spiritual
powers. The spiritual power of Saturn in particular was considered by the Magi to be
highly beneficial in the creation of worldly happiness and the advancement of
humankind.
By nature we are surrounded at all times by the spiritual power of the heavenly planets.
However, the Magi discovered that through the power of holy Angelic words they could
concentrate an infusion of Saturn's spiritual energy into objects/talismans. With the
creation of this special talisman of Saturn, the spiritual celestial energy of Saturn is
diverted to the world of physical matter where it helps to create numerous beneficial
changes in the life of its owner.
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Our holy Talisman of Saturn's Celestial Script

Translation

created 4500 years ago by the Sumerian Magi holy men.

The Holy Square of Saturn

This very special planetary talisman
contains within its spiritual invocation
three of the most highly potent and
successful planetary and Angelic formulae.

Protective
Holy Third
Eye

The written Tetragrammaton

The Magi holy men referred to the square inscribed
onto the talisman as the holy square of Saturn. It is
recognised in historical records as the oldest of all
the ancient Qabalah holy squares. In fact, it is on
record as having been in use among the ancient
Sumerian holy men known as the Magi around 2500
BC, and has even been discovered on ancient
temples and holy places in China and India.

The Holy Square of Saturn

4 9 2
3 5 7
8 1 6
Ancient Cabbala
Numerals

Modern
Numerals

Written in the sacred Cabbalistic language, the holy square of Saturn contains the
numbers 1 to 9. Each vertical, horizontal and diagonal column adds up to the holy
number 15. This powerful spiritual number is the mathematical equivalent of the
shortest form of the sacred Tetragrammaton. When 1+5 are added together it gives
Saturn's place in the heavens as the 6th planet from the Sun and also its place in the
week as Saturday, the 6th day.
The Tetragrammaton is considered the most holy celestial mathematical formula as it
expresses the divine name numerically, and contains all the holy and secret names of
the creator within its powerful invocation. The sacred square of Saturn which is
embedded into this powerful talisman, continually calls on the creator and his Angels to
bless and protect the talisman’s owner, and offer spiritual guidance in all their
endeavours. It is recorded that past owners of the Magical Talisman of Saturn enjoyed a
blessed life under the guiding hand of Faith, and also experienced many benign
spiritual encounters and guidance throughout their lives.
Holy Third Eye - This powerful spiritual eye symbol reflects negative influences
away from the talisman’s owner and helps to greatly enhance its owner’s natural
intuition so they will easily overcome whatever life sends their way.
The written Tetragrammaton pronounced He Vau He Yod {this reads
from right to left}. These highly sacred holy words use all the secret names of the creator
to consecrate the talisman’s holy power to bless and benefit its owner. The written
Tetragrammaton are the divine keys used to bring the talisman’s owner under the
spiritual, loving and highly protective embrace of the creator and his Angels.
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How To Make Your Own Magical Full Moon Water
Each month for three magical days the Earth baths in the spiritual energy of the full
moon. The full moon's spiritual energy touches and penetrates all things of the
Earth, both physical and spiritual. For thousands of years, Shamans and Mystics from
every part of the world have recognised the time of the full moon as a very special
period when the veil between the physical and spiritual softens for three special days.
Water, the essential life force of the Earth itself when combined with the spiritual
energy of the full moon, is the key to creating highly potent magical full moon water.
At the time of each full moon, the powerful pull of the moon’s owns spiritual energy
acts on all water by broadcasting its healing energy deep into its molecules.
The ancients believed that all life both physical and spiritual is kept in balance by
what they called the Trinity of Life, which they referred to as Father Sun, Mother
Earth, and Son Water. They held that the sun's positive charge is balanced by the
earth’s negative charge to create life, and that water's spiritual life force keeps the
creative forces of both in perfect balance. The combined spiritual energy of the trinity
of the Sun, Earth, and Water creates the illusion of human physical form, which in
reality is self-aware spiritual energy that appears to be solid. Many of our top
physicists now suggest that the only thing that exists is our consciousness. Physical
reality is nothing more than a subjective virtual illusion.
Making your own magical full moon water: When the time of the next full moon
comes around, why not take advantage of the opportunity to make yourself a batch of
potent full moon water. On the first night of the full moon, simply place a bowl or
jug of water in or near a window overnight. Ideally, place a piece of moonstone in the
bowl. Clear quartz is a suitable substitute. On the morning of the 4th day, rebottle
your moon water and place it in the fridge. Full moon water is healing homeopathy
for your mind, body, and spirit.
Whenever you are feeling emotionally disconnected or suffering unpleasant emotions
such as anger, apprehension or frustration, have a sip of your full moon energy
infused water and you will soon feel those negative thoughts and the emotional chaos
fading from your mind. Sipping a small daily glass of full moon water helps create
inner harmony and clarity of the mind. You can also use your talismans to
supercharge your full moon water. See Page 27.
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Using the power of your talismans
to supercharge your full moon water
Water is the life-giving and life creating liquid of the universe. For thousands of years
sacred and holy items have been added to water to infuse their benefits & blessings
into the water. Passages from the Bible and the Koran have at times been added. As
also have holy stones, gems, and different types of talismanic items. If a person became
ill, a holy item associated with curing illness would be added and the ill person would
sip the moon water till the illness subsided. If a person believed that they were attracting an unusual amount of bad luck and misfortune. Then a holy item associated with
attracting good luck or warding bad luck would be added to the water and the person
suffering bad luck would sip the full moon water till their luck improved.
If you wish to add the benefits of any of your talismans to your full moon water.
Simple prepare your full moon water as normal with your chosen crystal and add the
talisman to the water and do not remove it till the 4th day. Then sip the talismanic
supercharge full moon water whenever you feel the need for a spiritual and physical
uplifting. Everyday if you wish.
{1} Making super charged talismanic full moon water to attract divine
protection. When preparing your full moon water, as well as adding your
chosen crystal moon water add your Chi-ro Qabala protective amulet. See
Page 13.
{2} Making super charged talismanic full moon water to attract good
fortune and prosperity in your life. When preparing your full moon
water, as well as adding your chosen crystal also add your Qabala Good
Fortune talisman. See Page 11.
{3} Making super charged talismanic full moon water to banish negative
and stressful situations. When preparing your full moon water, as well as
adding your chosen crystal also add your Abracadabra Amulet. See Page
16.
{4} Making super charged talismanic full moon water to help create a
mentally well-balanced and happy life. When preparing your full moon
water, as well as adding your chosen crystal also add your magical talisman
of Saturn. See Page 24.
{5} Making super charged talismanic full moon water to empower and
energise your body. When preparing your full moon water, as well as
adding your chosen crystal also add your Secret Wand of Isis .
See Page 23.
To order and pay in British pounds please visit - www.circleraphael.co.uk
To order and pay in USA dollars please visit - www.circleraphaelusd.com
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The Complete Wisestones
Box Set Only £28.95
Wisestones are an exclusive and
comprehensive divination
system that is simple and
straightforward to use, and
amazingly accurate.
What are Wisestones?
Wisestones are a comprehensive divination system bringing together three of
history’s most successful ancient divination systems the Tarot, Runes into one
amazing accurate and easy to use system, using Wisestones is simple and
straightforward; no learning or studying required. Give yourself and others
astonishingly accurate forecasts, insights and predictions for the past, present
and future. People are astounded when the Wisestone reading not only
forecasts their future in detail but also tells them what is happening in their
life right at the moment of the reading.
How do I use them?
Simply pick two Wisestones at random, then locate the corresponding interpretation and forecast in the Fortune Telling divination book supplied. Turn to
the page in the Fortune Teller book showing both Wisestones in the order you
drew them, then read a detailed and highly actuate forecast for the coming
months. Within minutes of opening your Wisestone boxed set, and without
any previous experience, you will be able to give yourself and others astonishingly accurate readings, insights and predictions for the past, present and
future. Wisestones are an exceptional forecasting tool that you can turn to at
anytime, anywhere for advice regarding your relationships, career and your life
in general.
Wisestone Divination for the Aspiring Professional Wisestone Reader
If you have ever dreamed of starting a new career as a professional fortune
teller but you don’t relish the idea of spending five or six years just learning
the basics of the Tarot, why not give Wisestone divination a chance and you
could be starting your new career in weeks instead of years. Professional
Wisestone readers are now popping up along side Tarot readers at Mind, Body
and Spirit events charging £35/£40 for half an hours
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Wisestone Divination: Divine guidance for your future happiness and
well-being. It is important to remember that all human existence and experience
is ultimately the outcome of Karma, although Karma itself is not preordained.
For if it was, there would be little purpose in consulting Wisestones or any
other divination system for guidance on your likely future. ‘Divination’ means
Divine guidance and that is exactly what you receive when you consult
Wisestones for insight and guidance regarding your present and future
situations. The choice of whether or not to act on any advice given is entirely
your own free choice.
Each of the 10 Wisestones symbolise the physical and spiritual journey of the soul
within the human wheel of life. Subconsciously, a person will always pick the
Wisestones that most accurately represent their life path at that particular moment in
time. Wisestones are now fast becoming the primary go-to spiritual tool for divination.
How easy is it to do a Wisestones reading?
Firstly, it is important to point out that there is no need to study or learn anything
whatsoever before you start using your Wisestones. Simply randomly draw two
Wisestones from the pouch, then turn to the page in the Fortune Teller book showing
both Wisestones, in the order you drew them, and you will receive a detailed and highly
actuate forecast for the coming months.
The sequence in which any of the 10 Wisestones are drawn from the pouch will change
their meaning and message in each reading, in the same way that Tarot cards change
their message in line with the sequence in which they are drawn. However, unlike Tarot
cards, the creator of Wisestones has already deciphered every message, meaning and
guidance offered by every possible sequence in which the Wisestones can be drawn.
This means that all you need to do to discover the meaning and the message of any
Wisestones reading, is turn to the page in the Fortune Teller book showing both
Wisestones in the order they were drawn, and you will receive a highly accurate forecast
regarding your future opportunities and happiness, along with guidance regarding your
present situation and your recent past.
Our Wisestone Box Set is presented
in this high quality eye catching
presentation box. If you are looking
for a unique and exclusive gift idea
for a spiritually minded friend or
loved one. We highly recommend the
Wisestone Box Set.

www.circleraphael.co.uk

YOUR FREE WISESTONE READING
Totally FREE divination service from the
Circle of Raphael. No signing up and no
email required. Totally free and no hassle.
Please enjoy and share with your spiritually
minded friends. Totally FREE personal
Wisestone reading, focusing on your family
and relationships, plus your career and
financial situation. Use FREE whenever you
wish to receive spiritual insight into your
present circumstances, and for spiritual
guidance to help open your mind to future
possibilities and opportunities.

For you free Wisestone reading visit:

www.circleraphael.co.uk
To start your reading simply click the Fortune Teller image on our website. It
will open up the free reading page. Then one at a time, click each of the two
BLANK stones shown below the Spirit’s hand. Each stone will then turn
around to reveal itself. You will then receive an amazing personal reading.
Each reading is created by the two Wisestones selected by your higher self, in
the exact order they were chosen. Every conceivable combination of
Wisestones and their combined meanings and insights are taken into account
to offer you the most precise and detailed reading you may ever have received.
Important: we recommend that no more than two Wisestone readings should
be undertaken in any days period. The blank stones which you click and the
guidance offered are created by the actions of your higher self and you may
need to contemplate on the advice offered over a few days.
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